Vėjo projektai “Dancer Bus” EU Green Consumption Pledge
Vėjo projektai, creator and manufacturer of full electric bus “Dancer“, is the company where science, technology
and art unite to improve the urban environment. Our commitment to environment and reduction of carbon
footprint is embedded into our company’s DNA and we are working to make cities a better place to live.
The creation and production of the fully electric “Dancer” bus is focused on one main mission – cancel conventional
public transport, currently mostly powered by polluting fossil fuel engines, to make cities greener and healthier.
Our input into modern and sustainable city life is the attractive electric bus “Dancer”, which engages commuters
by its ultra-lightness, convenience, and easy-ride feeling. It offers new standards of availability and affordability for
transport operators. Nature-friendly “Dancer” is made with significant use of recycled materials, can be charged in
a few minutes, and is entirely powered by green energy. We believe, that together with other companies, our
partners and suppliers, decision makers, as well as citizens of all European cities Vėjo projektai can make a
difference and makes following commitments:
Carbon footprint of Dancer bus and its production
1. In 2021 we commit to calculate the Organisation Environmental Footprint (OEF) and publish it, in particular
to consumers and partners.
2. As of 2021 for operations, manufacturing and administrative sites use only green energy sources and seek
for energy efficiency.
3. By using Product Environmental Footprint (PEF) methodology as of 2021 we commit to measure all
environmental impacts over the life cycle of our product and by 2024 reduce carbon footprint of “Dancer”
bus production by 20% from the level of 2021 by improving production planning processes and involving
short supply chains. We commit to use more than 60% of locally produced materials for electric bus
production.
Promotion of Sustainable living and consumption
1. Foster and as of 2021 annually present innovative solutions to at least 20 Public Transport Operators in
Europe, that allow not only the purchase of climate neutral vehicles, but also the implementation of new
principles, such as vehicle operational lease, including related services, maintenance, charging
infrastructure installation, as well as the use of green energy for the charging of electric buses.
2. Together with the scientists from leading Lithuanian universities further implement research on particulate
matters pollution and develop proposals to cities on carbon footprint reduction with the help of the change
to public transport system, as well as conventional vehicles into greener ones. Proposal for the cities will
be developed until 2022 and as of 2022 presented to at least 30 EU cities municipalities, annually.
3. By 2022 we commit to launch a communication campaign, allocate at least 10% of PR budget in order to
raise consumer awareness on the carbon footprint of public transport and its impact to CO2, NOx, CO
emissions, as well as provide solution to reduce the carbon footprint by encouraging citizens to use more
public transport and take other sustainable living decisions.
Information of “Dancer” bus carbon footprint and saved emissions
1. We pledge that the clear and annually updated information about our company’s carbon footprint
reduction, “Dancer” bus CO2, NOx, CO saved emissions, our pledge and progress will be easily available on
our website (www.dancerbus.com) and annually shared with our consumers, as well as public transport
users.
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